
RICEPO LLC 
RICEPO is the largest authentic Asian food ordering and delivery platform in North 
America and Europe. Founded in New York in 2013, RICEPO is headquartered in 
Silicon Valley. 
RICEPO is now available in the United States, and European cities such as Barcelona, 
London, Paris and etc. RICEPO is now working with up to 1,000 restaurants. RICEPO 
connects authentic Asian food lovers with best local Asian restaurants. 
 
1.Chinese Restaurant Sales 
Bilingual in Chinese and English is REQUIRED! 
The Responsibilities: 
Close deals! 
Identify, contact, pitch, and negotiate the local authentic Chinese/Asian restaurants 
Manage relationship with your restaurants 
The Requirements: 
Bachelor’s degree or higher 
Bilingual in Chinese and English 
2+ years of sales experience with a track record of being a top performer 
Excellent written and verbal communication skills 
Expect 25%-50% travel 
Self-motivated and high-energy: this is a startup, not a typical 9-5 company 
The Company: 
RICEPO is an on-demand mobile ordering service that connects customers with local 
authentic Asian restaurants. We are now in more than 50 markets across the US and 
Europe. 
The Position: 
As a Sales/Business Development Associate, you are responsible for bringing the best local 
and regional authentic Chinese restaurants on to RICEPO's platform via both outside and 
inside sales. We expect to expand exponentially across the United States in the coming 
year. 
 
2.Marketing Associate Intern 
Bilingual in Chinese and English is required! 
RICEPO was founded with a strong belief in exceptional user experience. We're looking for a 
Chinese content and social media rock star to help bolster RICEPO’s brand presence in new 
markets. This role is all about bringing RICEPO to the masses. RICEPO is now in over 40 
cities across the US. 
Responsibilities & Qualifications 
Build strong relationship with vendors/restaurants to initiate promotions 
Negotiate and work with promotions on local social platforms on WeChat and other social 
channels  
Be the voice of RICEPO by designing and authoring content on our blog, in emails, and 
in-app 
Develop and maintain content themes and daily posts. Write all local content and edit copy 



Expand our presence into new markets through scalable content campaigns in partnerships 
that bring in new orders 
Create local email campaigns that enhance our connection within our market communities 
Bilingual proficiency in English and Chinese is a plus 
Delivery or food industry relevant experience is a plus 
 
3.JavaScript Engineer 
Qualifications and Skills 
1. Familiar with front-end React / React Native / Redux / Expo development 
2. Familiar with back-end server development NodeJS / ExpressJS 
3. Database Management MongoDB 
4. English communication skills 
5. Strong learning ability and ability to think independently to solve problems 
 
Benefits 
Medical, Dental and Vision coverage 
Job Type: Full-time 


